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“Great signage — on 

and off the highway!” 

“Fabulous show!  Congratulations to Comfort 

Quilts. Keep up the good work.“ AncasterQG 

“Beautifully laid out show of spectacular 

quilts.  Awesome variety from vendors.” 

“Loved the quilt show so much, I had to come both 

days!  Gorgeous quilts and so inspiring!” 

“Very nice indeed.  Great ideas for our show 

in Owen Sound next year.”  Bluewater QG 

“Wonderful show.  Great job, 

everyone.”            Moose Jaw, Sask. 

“Thank you for a wonderful two hours.  I 

learned more about Quilting.” 

“Loved it.  Beautiful quilts.”  

”Fantastic location.”  Golden, BC            

“Love the “penny raffle” idea.”              Alberta 

“Thoroughly enjoyed it.  Very creative.” 
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Some of the participating classes contributed a variety of drawings and written pieces which were 
related either to the quilting experience or to Canada’s 150th birthday.  

Florence Meares, Burlington     “This was a great experience.”   “It was my first time quilting and I did a 
pretty good job.”  “It was so much fun quilting because I got to press the pedal on the sewing machine.”  
“I was excited to sew like my nan.”  “IT WAS THE BEST SCHOOL PROJECT EVER!”   

Florence Meares, Burlington     “An engaging and unique experience for our students!”  (Ms. Blain)                      
“Quilting is like math.  It can take some time to complete it.  It is patterning made into an epic yarn.”       
“It was more fun than you would think.”   “It was cool to make quilt because my grandma sews.”   

Hawthorne Village, Milton     “Canada is awesome because Canada is safe.”  “Canada is great because 
you can be you.”  “Canada is a place of freedom.  Canada is now my HOME.”           

Hawthorne Village, Milton     “Quilts are heartwarming, as piece by piece, they build up in your heart.”  
“Quilts are comfy and soft as a hug.”   “Quilts are as colourful as rainbows.”   

Lakeshore P.S., Burlington     “What makes our quilt special is we all worked hard on it.”   “I made the 
square with a little help.”   “I learned that you need to sew through the layers to keep them together.”   

Paul Fisher P.S., Burlington     “I liked sewing the quilt because she said I did well.”   “The best part 
was designing a quilt on paper because it was inspirational for me.”   “It was fun to be a quilter.”        
”The best part was using the sewing machine, because I like art and sewing is art.” 

Sheridan P.S., Oakville     “Thank you for taking the time to work with our students to introduce them to 
the sewing and quilting experience.  We so appreciate the time and effort that went into making the quilts 
and working with the classes.”   (Mrs. Kozak)                                                                                  

St. Joseph School, Acton     “This opportunity has been a gift to us.  Thank you for all your help.      
You have ‘sown’ the seeds of beauty and awesome memories into our Grade 4 class.”   (Mrs. Birk)         
“There is no ‘I’ in team.  One block is pretty, but all together, it’s irresistible!”  

 CANADA 150 PROJECT Halton Quilters Guild   —  “Stitches Through Time” 

Congratulations to the winners whose tickets were drawn from the teachers and students who attended! 

TEACHER QUILT         Jennifer Turney, Kindergarten, Pauline Johnson P.S., Burlington 

STUDENT WINNERS          Vince, Kindergarten, Pauline Johnson P.S., Burlington 
                                             Scarlett, Grade 3, Forest Trail P.S., Oakville 
                                             Mathew, Grade 7, W.H. Morden P.S., Oakville 
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I love that the quilters brought this to the schools to teach and inspire the kids.  I love the coaster my 
daughter made.  Thank you so much for bringing the love of quilting to the kids.   

Fabulous!  As a retired teacher, I really appreciate their work.  Absolutely love the Kindergarten one. 

Outstanding work, students.  Obviously great leadership as well.  Keep on stitching! 

Fabulous quilts, kids!  Future quilt makers for sure.  So nice to see the kids’ work. 

Congratulations to the teachers and students.  What a wonderful undertaking to keep old skills alive.  
Every quilt was excellent but I would take the Kindergarten quilt home if I could.  

I am blown over by the colours and the variety of patterns used in the various quilts.  I believe students 
will all remember their quilt making. 

Thank you for giving the children such a wonderful opportunity. Congratulations on a beautiful show. 

Oh wow — pinwheels, squares, shoefly blocks, rail fences, leaf blocks — made by kids.  How exciting.  
Better colour choices than I’ve seen done by us older grownups.  Parents should be beaming with pride 
that their children are carrying on with this time honoured tradition.  Well done! 

I loved to see those quilts.  People who read this comment, please congratulate the students on doing 
such a splendid job on the quilts.   

Fabulous project from each class. Very inspiring even for a 20 year quilter. Love the names on them too. 

I love the enthusiasm and candour of the students’ comments (writing).   

Wonderful quilts and quotes.  Very inspiring.   
Hopefully many of the students will keep on  
being inspired to create in cloth. 

I love quilting and you brought quilting to my school.  THANK YOU!  Taylor 

First the IDEA … then the PROPOSAL to HQG executive 
… all the PAPERWORK for the government grant … the 
work to CONTACT all the schools in Halton … the DECISION 
to go ahead and still make it happen without the funding 
… the WORK to gather and prepare all the materials 
needed for the quilt blocks and coaster kits … the ABILITY to 
organize everything (kits, school dates, volunteers) to be 
able to go into the schools PREPARED … completing 
40 quilts (thanks to volunteers and a fantastic long arm 
quilter named BILL) … OFF to the schools to reveal the 
quilts to the students .. QUILT SHOW … a FINAL DELIVERY 
of quilts to the classes.  THANK YOU, Katherine Hunter, 
for inviting us to join you in an amazing endeavor.     
Dare I ask“ What’s next?”                Susan Atherton, Editor 


